Week 15 Day 1

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. you aren't in the right chair, said mr jones

2. mrs starkey read the mouse and the motorcycle tomorrow

3. Rewrite the word in (parentheses) to make it a possessive.

   the (hamster) cage

   the __________ cage

4. Circle the root words below. Underline the suffixes or prefixes.

   lastly reread overly disorderly

5. Write the contraction for the words.

   should not __________ are not __________ is not __________

Week 15 Day 2

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. jane was late so she didn't have time for breakfast

2. we can read charlotte's web or we can watch a movie

3. Circle the correct comparative ending. (er or est)

   Kolby is (stronger / strongest) than Evan.

4. Circle the word that shows the phone lines were not connected.

   The phone lines were (disconnected / reconnected).

5. Add more details to the sentence by writing a word to describe the fox.

   The ________________ fox darted across the road.
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. you can play outside but you have to clean

2. pakey is the taller kid in the class room

3. Circle the action verbs in the sentence below.
   Ellie plays basketball and runs track.

4. Divide the words into syllables with a /. Circle the closed syllable(s).
   b a d g e r          f o r m a t          p r e f i x          a l s o

5. Circle the correct way to write a closing to a letter.
   your friend,               Your friend,               Your friend

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. the guitar was loudest than the piano

2. can we read diary of a worm? asked brenna

3. Combine the two sentences into one with so.
   Is was raining outside.               We stayed inside for recess.

4. Circle the correct word to show the person wants to read the story again.
   I want to ( reread / disread ) that wonderful story!

5. Write the contraction for could not. _____________________________
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. we were not hungry so we didn’t eat dinner

2. that snake is longest than me! exclaimed alex

3. Circle the proper nouns below.
   - principal
   - The Cat in the Hat
   - book
   - Mr. Lunsford

4. Add “ed” to the words below. Remember your spelling rules.
   - snag __________________
   - like __________________

5. Circle the words that show actions that happened in the past.
   - running
   - enjoyed
   - watching
   - talked
   - locked

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. we can make dinner or we can go out to eat

2. the car would not to start so we had to walk to school

3. Circle the correct comparative ending. ( er or est)
   - My dad is ( older / oldest ) than my mom.

4. Circle the correct word to show the two girls do not agree.
   - Alli and Braelynn ( reagree / disagree ) on which game to play.

5. If “obey” means follow directions, what does “disobey” mean?